Hype Links.
-

Hype Site: https://staging20220325.blockzerolabs.io/

-

Hype Deck: https://bit.ly/HypeDeck

-

Hype Video: https://youtu.be/tkvcS6P1SqY

-

GTM Dates: Click Here

Abstract.

Marketing in Web3 is broken.

In a world built on inclusivity and decentralization, many of the methods and
platforms which we use to grow Web3 projects are based on Web2 standards and
centralized intermediaries.

While most people would like to believe the best projects with the best product are
the ones to succeed, this isn’t always the case. Many times, the ideas to succeed are
fueled by large marketing budgets, connections to influencers in the space, or
relationships built with media and press outlets.

Web3 needs a new marketing model and we plan to fix these issues in three primary
ways.

1) Goodbye Middlemen
Removing intermediaries like Twitter, Google, and influencers can allow projects to
directly connect with the people who want to hear about them. This way, 100% of ad
revenue can be shared directly by the people being advertised to.

2) Onchain Targeting
Web2 marketing is built on Web2 data like age, location, and hobbies. Web3
projects don’t care about this. Instead, Hype Club enables Web3 projects to target
individuals based on Web3 analytics like protocol usage, DAO activity, and NFT
holdings.

3) Anti-Censorship
Although Web2 platforms like Twitter and Google have slowly begun removing
all-out bans of Web3 advertising, this sector is still heavily censored and controlled.
Outside of scams or illegal content, Hype Club is open to all Web3 founders to pitch
their projects.

Global market for Digital Advertising and Marketing estimated at $350 Billion in the
year 2020, is projected to reach a revised size of US $786.2 Billion by 2026, growing
at a CAGR of 13.9% over the analysis period.

This is the market we aim to disrupt.

Hype-ology.
The terminology to understand the rest of the Hype Paper and Hype Club
ecosystem.

-

Hype Club: An invite-only Web3 community that pays you to get pitched by
projects.

-

Hype Member: The individuals who join the Hype Club.

-

Hype Homies: The individuals who invite people to the Hype Club.

-

Hype Projects: The individuals who invite people to the Hype Club.

-

Hype Blast: A marketing-service Hype Club offers to promote projects.

-

Hype Fee: The amount of $HYPE charged for performing a Hype Blast.

-

Hype Pass: What each Hype Member creates once joining the Hype Club.

-

HypeID: The unique identifier that each Hype Member receives.

-

$HYPE: The native token of the Hype Club.

Hype Cycle.
The process in which projects and people connect within the Hype Club creates a
three-phase “Hype Cycle” that fuels the entire ecosystem.

1) PITCH
Projects who want to pitch Hype Club Members their project must pay a “Hype Fee”.
Once paid, a project is able to send a “Hype Blast” to a predetermined and targeted
list of Hype Members. This can be done through the forms of:

-

Email

-

SMS

-

Discord,

-

Telegram,

-

Twitter

-

Reddit

2) EARN
The revenue generated from the Hype Fee is used to buy $HYPE off the market. This
newly purchased $HYPE is distributed directly to three categories.
-

Hype Members (90%)

-

Hype Homies (9%)

-

Hype Treasury (1%)

The above percentage is how the project will start but can be increased or
decreased by governance over time.

3) BURN
Any remaining $HYPE after all rewards have been paid out is burned. The
percentage of how much is burned will start at 1% but can be increased or
decreased by governance.

Hype Users.

There are three primary users within the Hype Club ecosystem.
-

Hype Members

-

Hype Homies

-

Hype Projects

HYPE MEMBERS
Hype Members are the individuals who are invited to the network and successfully
fill out a Hype Pass. The number of rewards a Hype Club Member can expect to
receive for being pitched can be calculated by taking the following formula:

Hype Reward = Hype Fee ( $HYPE Holdings / Total $HYPE of Targeted Individuals )

Essentially, this means:
1.

The more $HYPE you hold, the more of the $HYPE fees you earn per pitch.

2. You only earn $HYPE when you get directly targeted in a Hype Blast.

HYPE HOMIES
Each Hype Member must be invited to the Hype Club. The person who invites a
Member is called their Hype Buddy.

For their efforts in helping grow the Hype Club ecosystem, anytime a Hype Member
is targeted in a Hype Blast and earns $HYPE, the Hype buddy earns a Hype Bounty.
This reward can be calculated with the following formula:

Hype Buddy Bounty = Hype Member Reward x Hype Buddy Percentage

This means when a Hype Member earns rewards, so does their Hype Buddy. The
amount a Buddy can earn is capped at the average amount of $HYPE they
individually hold in a given month. In other words, Hype Homies are only rewarded
up to the amount of $HYPE they own.

The Hype Buddy percentage is set to start at 10% but can be voted on to increase or
decrease through governance.

HYPE PROJECTS
Hype Projects are the ones who are looking to pitch their companies and pay for this
service called a Hype Blast.

Each project can choose who they want to target. For example, a project could
determine they only want to target Hype Members who:

-

Own > 1.52 $ETH

-

And have used three DeFi protocols

-

And own a BAYC or Cryptopunk NFT

Projects can pay for this service with $ETH, $AVAX, stable coins, or $HYPE. All tokens
are eventually converted into $HYPE.

Hypenomics.

The token that fuels and facilitates the Hype Club ecosystem is called $HYPE.
Anytime a Hype Project pays for a Hype Blast, this revenue is used to buy $HYPE off
the market.

-

Ticker: $HYPE

-

Native Chain: Avalanche

-

Total Supply: 1 Billion

DISTRIBUTION
$HYPE tokens are expected to be distributed to three primary users.

-

-

50% Blockzero Citizens
-

15% XIO token holders (Vested over one year)

-

35% XIO LP providers (Vested over one year)

50% BlockzeroDAO treasury
-

10% Hype Partners (Vested over one year)

-

10% Hype KPI Options (Expiration on January 2023)

-

10% Hype Core (Vested over 2-years)

-

20% Future Potential Hype Treasury

While the distribution percentages for the Blockzero Citizens and the Blockzero
Treasury (50%/50%) are confirmed, the sub-percentages of how these will be used
are not. We are encouraging the community to actively discuss how these should
best be utilized. Finalized distribution proportions for sub-percentages will be
finalized on April 20th.

Hype Governance.
To start, the Hype Project will be governed by the Blockzero DAO, a 2.5-year-old
project with 20+ public-facing individuals. The Blockzero DAO currently has over
$3M in treasury reserves. However, over time, the goal is to transition influence from
the BlockzeroDAO to the HypeDAO.

The current items the BlockzeroDAO controls are:

-

Changing percentage distributions between Members, Homies, Treasury, and
Token Burns.

-

Hype Club digital assets including the website and social media accounts like
Twitter, Discord, and Youtube.

-

$HYPE Treasury to be distributed to Hype Partners, KPI Options, Hype Core
Members, and future Hype Treasury transitions.

To start, the $HYPE token’s main utility within governance is to help facilitate
sentiment check votes and proposals on Snapshot.org

FAQ.
Blockzero Core!! Please make your questions known!

Jorn:
-

How do I become a member?

-

What are the benefits of being a member?

-

Why should I refer people?

-

Project: Why should I choose Hype Club?

-

Project: Who can I target?

-

Who can invite people? How many? How is it tracked?

-

How does the invite only work? (How many invites does one have? Any
requirements?)

-

How do I update my Hype Club information?

